The 2nd open mess meeting held on 22nd July, 2017 at 16:00 HRS in the TV room of Hall 8. It was chaired by the Mess Warden In-charge. The meeting was adjourned at 18:15 HRS.

Agenda – 1: Ratification of the present mess menu.

The survey contains the response of only 130 residences and hence it seems to be not that much significant one. It has been decided few modifications will be made to the present menu and another survey will be done by the end of August’17.

Agenda - 2: Discussion about contract renewal

Regarding the renewal of the mess contract, it has been decided a single point survey will be floated.

Agenda – 3: Bringing in a few changes in the menu as per availability and cost of vegetables and also in the extra section

Depending on the availability of the vegetables slight changes have been brought in within the mess menu. The details are as follows:

A. To prepare momo, a proposal to buy one momo preparing device has been made. The fund for this will be taken from HDF.
B. Parathhas and upma has been included in the mess menu.
C. Due to unavailability/high price rate of mangoes, all items containing mangoes will be totally stopped.
D. In sambar, alternate day application of Bhindi will be done.
E. After some complaints regarding potatoes in Biriyani items it was decided that the potatoes will be kept separate from the Biriyani.
F. Chicken with gravy item has been shifted to Thursday dinner from Wednesday dinner and mutton liver keema has been introduced on Wednesday dinner as an extra item.

G. The pineapple raita has been fixed on Thursday dinner as a dessert.

H. The bhindi fry will be prepared with onions on Wednesday lunch as suggested.

I. Kheer raita/cucumber raita on Monday lunch has been included as an extra item.

J. Arhar dal will be prepared with tadka.